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What is APE FUN?
Ape Fun is our answer to “what if?”. What if gamers could earn for the first
time ever, or musicians could reclaim money lost to streaming giants like
Spotify? What if music streamers could own each song they streamed and
what if buying all songs in an album came with VIP tickets to a concert? What
if film teams could be assembled from a social-app built for them to collaborate where the community voted on projects that we could help fund, and
host on a single app that streams from the blockchain?

What if...
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Why we chose APE FUN as our name

APES.
STRONGER.
TOGETHER.

Contrary to popular belief, the rise of the “Ape” in the blockchain community didn’t come
from Bored Apes Yacht Club, or any particular meme-coin in 2021 – it was derived from
another world entirely. The stock trading world.

The Backstory
When the world shut down in March 2020 due to the pandemic, many flocked to apps like
Robinhood and WeBull to test their luck in the securities markets. For the first time, an
entire generation amassed a small fortune off the rebound in prices as older, more conservative investors fled the markets. Our generation, having been victims of the last recession
were wise enough to spot a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to flip the game in our favor and
so we did. Stock-trading became part of popular culture throughout 2020. This wild frenzy
formed a spearhead in January of 2021; popular companies like GameStop (gaming industry) and AMC Theaters (film industry) surged as an entire generation rallied globally to save
these recreational staples – failing due to the pandemic – from a perceived evil. A war-cry
was born in that moment: Apes. Stronger. Together.
Of course, all that fun came to a screeching halt when the trading apps that so many had
used for a year, had halted trading – essentially stopping an entire generation from amassing an even larger fortune off the backs of the evil hedge funds that were shorting these
companies into oblivion. The cruddy evildoers win again.
Many of these Apes (ourselves included) pivoted immediately to crypto, and Apes far and
wide scattered throughout the blockchain – showing up in different ways from BAYC to
AFT – still bearing the mark of our fight against evil in the markets.
The heart of this project begins there. The ferocity of the Apes of the Banana Kingdom
is a mark of that fight and owning one of our NFTs means you’re part of that fight.
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Blazing trails toward new ways
to earn that are creative and fun.
Ape Fun Token is our answer to “what if?”. Because there is a better way to earn than we’re used to. The majority of
Apes with their money still stuck on Wall Street or their efforts tied to a dead-end job could make the leap over to blockchain and we’re going to make it easy, fun and inclusive. No more “what if’s”. We’re building it – and we’d love to have
you aboard.
Apes. Stronger. Together.

Presale 35%

Supply:
5,000,000,000,000,000

Pancake LP 25%

Tax: 0%

Development 14%
Marketing 12%
Private Presale 9%

5% tax on all in-app conversions
from Bananas to AFT. That 5%
goes straight to liquidity along
with a combo; liquidity add,
buyback, and small burn of 80%
of the revenue we raise from
selling NFTs

Banana Rewards 5%

Q3 2021
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Banana Kingdom: Our Flagship
The Banana Kingdom is a lofty NFT based cross-genre MMO game set to release in early 2023 where players own
their weapons and gear, individual rank, team rank (tribal status) and the land as NFTs. Unlike traditional NFT
games, all of our NFTs can be earned from the ground up in battle by challenging other players and tribes making
it possible for any new player to become the ruler of the Banana Kingdom – through hardcore battle action and
strategic tribe building.
The prelude to game can be found in the form of a dApp (decentralized app) we built. A standalone social network
dedicated to the game where early supporters and fellow blockchain-game enthusiasts can learn about the project,
farm rewards, and take part in the KongQuest – where they can win the rarest NFTs in the upcoming game – before
the game even launches.

Q3 2021 - Q1 2023
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The KongQuest
The race for Rank, Status and Rewards
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Overview:

The KongQuest
Over 1000 people will win our 2000 rarest NFTs in a worldwide KongQuest spanning
4+ months starting late Q4 2021. We're taking Metaverse profit sharing beyond land
ownership and in-game NFT discovery with the Tribal Status NFT (learn more in the
app). These 2000 NFTs can only be won in the Banana Kingdom app by staking in our
farms, using our referral system, and collecting rank NFTs. Doing all 3 nets special rewards. The benefit to the project is a slow self-sustaining buildup of supporters over a
long period of time who aren't rewarded at random but instead via merit.

Bananatopia: referrals
Kong Steppe: staking/farming
Neverian Peaks: NFT collecting
Apex City: cumulative
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The 4 Lands in detail
Bananatopia: To earn their rank, users must refer new people to the
Kingdom. The amount of referrals required increases with each rank. 50%
of all required referrals must have bought Bananas to earn the rank of
‘Chieftain’. For successfuly meeting the requirements to rank up, players
are rewarded with Bananas as well as Status Shards with every rank they
unlock. Status shards are used to swap for Tribal Status NFTs (see Tribal
Status NFT section on page 11) which increase the total member capacity
of their tribe in the p2e game.
Kong Steppe: To earn their rank, users must stake Bananas purchased
with AFT and by doing so, unlock farms which increase their yield with each
rank they unlock. Players are rewarded with Bananas as well as Status
Shards every 24 hours.
Neverian Peaks: To earn their rank, users must collect NFTs of the Neverii.
In addition, players are able to purchase Tribal Rank NFTs from other lands
as they unlock them. Chieftain rank requires owning NFTs from all ranks in
all lands. Owning these NFTs in your wallet secures your rank in the p2e
game. Players are rewarded with Bananas and Status Shards for ranking
up.
Apex City: To earn their rank, players must have earned ranks in all three
of the other lands. Making it to the top here will earn players a very special
weapon in the game. Players are rewarded with Bananas and Status Shards
for ranking up.
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Play-2-Earn
Royalties
Tribal Chieftains will earn a percentage of their
tribe members’ sales revenue on the secondary marketplace. This will start at 1% for Chieftains of Unknown Tribes and ramp up to 10%
for Apex Tribe Chieftains (requires Apex Tribal
Status NFT won in KongQuest). These royalties will be transferred automatically to their
wallet.

Secondary Sales

Tournaments

Players will be able to sell weapons and gear
they’ve crafted in the game by posting them for
sale on the secondary market.

Tribes that obtain Battle Kong or Apex status
will be invited to participate in regular
exclusive tournaments for both fungible and
non-fungible token
prizes!

Any NFTs earned through battle in the game, be
it Tribal Rank NFTs or Tribal Status NFTs, will be
eligible to sell as well.
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P2E Rank
System
Tribal Rank NFTs:
This is your personal rank within a
tribe - players must win or buy this
rank NFT. The rank you play at ingame is determined by the highest
rank NFT held within a player’s
wallet. Chieftain rank NFT holders
will earn royalties on tribe members’
sales in the secondary marketplace.
These royalties increase with their
Tribal Status.

Tribal Status: Unknown
Royalties: 1%
Tribe members: 10

Tribal Status NFTs:
Tribal Status is determined by the
Tribal Status NFT held by the
tribe’s Cheiftain. These can be
purchased with Status Shards
earned in the KongQuest. If the
Chieftain does not hold a Tribal
Status NFT, tribe is considered
Unknown.

Status Shards:

Royalties: 2.5%
Tribe members: 20
750

Royalties: 5%
Tribe members: 30
1500

Royalties: 8%
Tribe members: 40
2250

Royalties: 10%
Tribe members: 50
3000
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BATTLE KONGS
12,000 launch on ETH Q1 2022
3,000 Battle Kongs in each land
Exclusive traits for each set
Own 1 from each land and earn
the right to mint an APEX Kong
APEX Kong owners earn
%
1 royalties on Battle Kongs
resale AND the right
to mint LAND in the game
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APE FUN Magazine
Filling a void: Reaching gamers on their level
When a gamer first hears about the “metaverse” (now popularized by Facebook’s recent name-change), they
imagine a futuristic VR/AR reality that’s not yet conceived – where they can earn these valuable NFTs they’ve been
hearing all about. What they don’t realize is that the metaverse is already here. With the countless blockchain
games on the market today and many in development.
But navigating the existing blockchain-game/metaverse space is daunting for traditional gamers (and investors
alike). A simple online search yields a slew of blog-like websites discussing the industry, unfamiliar terminology
like dApp, and P2E, and websites that host stock-like trading charts for tokens and assets that have very little to
do with gaming assets or gameplay.
Enter Ape Fun Magazine. A simple review-based eMag that speaks to gamers on their terms. Gamers who are
metaverse-curious have 2 immediate questions: What games are good, and can I earn something from them. So
we’ve developed a 15 step proprietary Point-based review system for Blockchain/P2E/Metaverse games that
takes into account 3 major rating-factors that Ape Fun writers will use in order to rate a single game:
Ease of Use (was it easy to set up and begin playing)
Ability to Earn (did you win any NFTs or Crypto, and what was the value)
Gameplay (was the game actually fun, or did it feel like a task)
An overall score will then be calculated to give the game an official rating from us – coupled with a review.
Each game we rate and review will be filterable by overall score. So gamers who are new to the metaverse can
find exactly what they’re looking for from a trusted source, in less than a minute. Without all the technical jargon.

A VIRAL
MARKETING
MACHINE
The benefit in creating an industry
benchmark and standard for rating
blockchain games, is that we can
cross-sell the AFT, create brand recognition, and utilize ad-positioning
within the magazine for our own products, without the extreme (and rising)
cost we see in the crypto-ad space –
which currently lies somewhere between
$60-$100
USD,
CPM
(cost-per-1K views).
Current popular game-review publications enjoy a healthy readership of
about 40 million people worldwide
-per day. A small daily readership of
300 thousand gamers could save us
up to $30,000 a day ($11 million a
year) on marketing expenses for any
planned title releases that utilize the
AFT.
In addition, we can hold ourselves accountable to our own review system
before we release a single game.

Q2 2022
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APEX Tribe eSports
Gaming Together
eSports is an emerging industry within the gaming (and sporting) industries – adopted heavily by
GenZ and the upcoming Gen Alpha and increasingly adopted by public school systems worldwide
as an alternative to physical sports. We plan to launch Play-to-Earn teams (and rank highly) in any
game that scores above a 9.5/10 in Ape Fun Magazine. We’ve beta tested our P2E model in a simple
strategy game called League of Kingdoms for the past 3 months, and APEX is currently the second
strongest team in the game by Power overall with almost 200 players.
Exposure to our Play-2-Earn ecosystem will give gamers who are new to blockchain gaming a
fast/low-barrier way to enter the metaverse in a community setting – and having strong top-ranking
teams present in emerging games means brand recognition for us over time.
Apex Tribes will rollout along with the Magazine. Our beta teams are currently housed within the
Banana Kingdom app where APEX players can already communicate in private team settings and
collect daily pay – if they rank.
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Gaming & Beyond
The metaverse as a whole may adapt faster than we could ever imagine, making quality,
immersive blockchain-game titles like the Banana Kingdom the most sought after games
in the industry. Surprisingly though, folks who don’t game still take to mobile phones for
distraction. Games like Candy Crush and Angry Birds are very inexpensive to build and
still offer a good distraction for those who don’t game on PC or popular consoles. Over
the next year we’ll pay close attention to market conditions and make key strategic decisions on whether or not to launch simple mobile titles where users can compete for AFT.
We’re also waiting for blockchain (as a technology) to catch up so we can launch a
streaming music app/marketplace where songs are sold as NFTs in limited quantity and
can be streamed right from a mobile phone app that we will build. Many top recording
artists fell victim to promoting scam-coins in 2021 through their social media accounts.
Promoting their own-music (as NFTs) will give them an opportunity to become part of
this emerging space in a more responsible way while giving them an avenue to earning
healthy dividends that haven’t been seen in the industry since CDs were sold. The crown
jewel would be to fund and launch film projects in a similar app – but the technology to
do so on the blockchain simply isn’t available yet.
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APE FUN Roadmap
Q1-Q2 2021
• Conceptualize project
• Launch app

Q3 2021
• AFT launch
• Core Team assembled

Q4 2021 (cont’d)

Q2 2022 (cont’d)

• Partner-Chain Bridging/

• Exclusive NFT drops

Migration talk begin
(for wider distribution of AFT/NFTs)

Q2 2023

• Project Partners chosen

• Banana Kingdom game launch

• Utility NFTs delivered
• Battle Kongs launch on ETH

Q4 2021
• KongQuest begins Nov 23

• Banana Kingdom game dev begins

• Tribal Status NFTs launch
• Game dev scouting

• Banana Kingdom beta

Q1 2022

• Marketing rollout

• Tribal Rank NFTs launch

Q1 2023

Q2 2022

Q4 2023+
• Ape Fun Music development

2025+
• Ape Fun Film development

• Ape Fun Magazine launch
• Banana Kingdom Land distribution
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APE FUN Core Team

Caesar

StevO

Koba

FOUNDER & JUGGERNAUT - BOSTON MA, USA

ART & ANIMATION - TORONTO ON, CAN

GAMING OPS - MUNICH GERMANY

Tech Entrepreneur and Humanitarian – Caesar’s
love for bringing new tech-based businesses and
grassroots humanitarian projects to life is second
only to his love for immersive games with deep
storylines, battle movies and producing music.

Multidisciplinary Artist – StevO’s lifetime as an
artist and avid gamer has evolved to include an insatiable enthusiasm for NFTs and all things crypto.

Problem Solver and Master of QC – KOBA’s an
adrenaline junkie with a lifelong PC gaming
addiction who loves being at the forefront of
emerging tech.

Caesar has sat on 3 NPO boards, launched viral
(decentralized) grassroots humanitarian projects,
scaled a company throughout NYC and worked
with clients that ranged from A24 Films and
WeWork to an MIT and former Uber Founders
venture capital firms: The Engine and EXPA.
Caesar’s ability to juggernaut into chaotic new
spaces, create value, and onboard partners is key
to Ape Funs long-term success as a project.

StevO brings 20 years experience in the animation
and motion design industries to the table with a
deep knowledge of the production pipeline. He’s
been a designer for award winning television
productions as well as producing ads for major
national and global brands such as Spotify, Oreo,
RBC, Ford, AGF, and many other industry leaders
in a variety of sectors.
StevO’s ability to visualize and create rapidly,
whether it be a 3D childrens animation or a
warrior gorilla make him a crucial part of Ape
Fun’s gaming ambitions.

His decade-long mission of developing and testing software for automotive giants like BMW,
Jaguar-LandRover, Fiat-Chrysler has led him to a
place where he manages a crew of 50 engineers
internationally – who are at the forefront of
electrifying the automotive sector.
His background in multiple coding languages and
team management will help us to launch a suite
of blockchain games over the next 36 months.
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Disclaimer
Any representations or statements made by Ape Fun or Banana Kingdom as well as any use of our gamified digital assets or tokens; both fungible and
non-fungible (Bananas, NFTs and AFT, collectively the “Tokens”), on any platform, service, media, game, or otherwise (the “Project”), whether or not we own,
operate, control or otherwise have any connection to them shall be subject to this disclaimer. Additional terms and conditions may apply to the Project or
Tokens and may change over time at our discretion. Please read and familiarize yourself with this disclaimer before interacting with the Project or Tokens.
Any information communicated by the Project, or lite paper, whitepaper, our websites at apefuntoken.ape.fun and bananakingdom.ape.fun (the “Website”) or
any communication channels (collectively, the “Materials”) whether or not on our behalf, shall not be deemed as financial advice or a recommendation to buy
sell or interact in any way with the Project or Tokens or any other service, product or technology related or not related to the Project. All Materials are for informational purposes only and should not be relied upon wholly or partially when making any decisions related to the Project or otherwise. Any statements or
implications made in the Materials are not guaranteed to be accurate, reliable, complete, non-infringing and as such, are intended to be used at your discretion with the understanding that you are solely responsible for any possible damages, financial or otherwise, from engaging with the Project. Always do you
own due diligence before making any decisions. No part of the Project, Materials or any related information should be taken as legal or financial advice.
The Materials contain forward-looking statements based on current expectations that contain risks and uncertainties which are inherent to the rapidly developing and changing industry. Any and all statements, opinions, projections, or forecasts found in the Materials or otherwise communicated by us are subject to
change and should be considered forward-looking statements. We give no guarantees that said forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate or correct.
The Tokens should not be considered a financial instrument, security, share, debt, loan or investment and there is no guarantee that they will perform as expected or hold any particular value over time and we do not make warranties or representations of any kind in regard to the Tokens. We do not guarantee or
imply that the Tokens will have any future use or be fit for any particular purpose. None of the information in our Materials should be taken as advice on whether or not to buy or sell Tokens at any time. We follow high security standards and make all reasonable efforts to protect and secure the Project, Materials and
Tokens, however, we do not guarantee protection against any and all attacks from phishing, malware or other software or hardware vulnerabilities. This includes any breach or breakdown of any blockchain on which the Token is deployed. You are solely responsible for any Tokens you hold and the Project is not
responsible for any loss due to mishandling of information on your part, accidental or unintended transactions by you, or any legal sanctions placed on the jurisdiction in which you or anyone who interacts with the Project, Materials or Tokens resides. You hereby hold us, our employees, partners, representatives, developers and contractors harmless and indemnified to the fullest extent permitted by applicable laws and regulations from any losses or damages related to
the Project or Tokens in perpetuity.
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THANK YOU

